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Abstract. Multispectral single shot imaging systems can benefit computer vision applications in needs of a compact and affordable imaging system. Spectral filter arrays technology meets the requirement, but can lead to artifacts due to inhomogeneous intensity levels between spectral channels due to filter manufacturing constraints, illumination and object properties. One solution to solve this problem is to use high dynamic range imaging techniques on these sensors. We define a spectral imaging pipeline that incorporates high dynamic range, demosaicing and color image visualization. Qualitative evaluation is based on real images captured with a prototype of spectral filter array sensor in the visible and near infrared. Keywords: Multispectral imaging, spectral filter arrays, high dynamic range, imaging pipeline
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Introduction



Spectral filter arrays (SFA) technology [22] provides a compact and affordable mean to acquire multispectral images (MSI). Such images have been proven to be useful in countless applications, but their extended use to general computer vision application was limited due to complexity of imaging set-up, calibration and specific imaging pipelines and processing. In addition, spectral videos are not easily handled either. SFA, however, is developed around a very similar imaging pipeline than color filter arrays (CFA), e.g. RGB, which is rather well understood and already implemented in many solutions. Indeed, SFA, similarly to CFA, is a spatio-spectral sampling of the scene captured in a single shot of a solid-state, single, image sensor. In this sense, SFA may provide a conceptual solution that improves vision systems. Up to recently, only simulations of SFA camera were available, which made its experimental evaluation and validation difficult. Recent works on optical filters [29, 45, 8] in parallel to the development of SFA camera prototypes in the visible electromagnetic range [15], in the near infrared (NIR) [9] and in combined visible and NIR [20, 43] permitted the commercialization of solutions, e.g.
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Imec [12], Silios [41], Pixelteq [31]. In addition, several color cameras include custom filter arrays that are in-between CFA and SFA (e.g. [13, 28]). We could then consider that the use of SFA technology may reach a large scale of use soon after the development of standard imaging pipelines and drivers. We address and demonstrate the imaging pipeline in this communication. One remaining limitation of SFA is to preserve the energy balance between channels [30, 21] while capturing a scene. Indeed, due to the large number of filters and their spectral characteristics, i.e. narrow band sensitivities and inadequacy with the scene and illumination, or large inhomogeneity between filter shapes, it is frequent to observe one or several channels under- or over-exposed for a given integration time, which is common to all filters. This may be solved in theory by optimizing the filters before creating the sensor [21]. But filter realization is not yet flexible enough. Another way to solve this issue would be to develop sensors with by-pixel integration control. This is in development within some 3D silicon sensor concepts [16, 5], but this technology is at its very beginning, despite of recent developments. On the other hand, in gray-level and color imaging, the problem of under and over-exposure of parts of the scene is addressed by means of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging [24, 6]. HDR imaging permits to potentially recover the radiance of the scene independently of the range of intensities present in the scene. As the dynamic range of a given sensor is limited, the quantization of the radiance values is a source of problems. The signal detection of very low intensity is limited by the dark noise. On the other hand, high intensities of the input signal can not be completely recovered and are sometimes voluntarily ignored (saturated pixels). To overcome these problems, a low exposure time image could be used to discretize the highest intensities, whereas a longer exposure time allows quantifying well relatively low light signals. In an ideal configuration, an HDR image is simply obtained by bringing Low Dynamic Range (LDR) images in the same domain by dividing each image by its particular exposure time (normalization), and then by summing the corresponding pixel values. However, due to the effect of electronic circuits, most of the cameras have a non-linear processing regarding to the digitization of intensities into integer values. This non-linear transformation is materialized by the camera response function, denoted by g(i), where i indexes the pixel value. It is assumed that this curve is monotonic and smooth. Some algorithms have been developed to recover this characteristic [6, 27, 35]. The most common method is the non-parametric technique from Debevec et al. [6]. For a given exposure time and intensity value, the relative radiance value is estimated by using g(i) and a weighting function ω(i). Debevec et al. use a ”hat” function as weighting function (see Figure 6(b)), based on the assumption that mid-range pixels (values close to 128 for an 8-bit sensor) are the most reliable and the best exposed pixel for a given scene and integration time. In addition, recent advances have been done on the capture and processing of HDR video with low latency, using hardwarebased platforms [25, 18, 19]. For HDR video, merging images captured at different times could lead to ghost artefacts when there are moving objects. This has been
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largely studied in recent years [1, 3]. So, we argue that such methodology could be embedded in the SFA imaging pipeline without breaking the advantages of SFA technology for computer vision. HDR multispectral acquisition is already treated by e.g. Brauers et al. [4] and Simon [39]. However, they consider the problem of HDR using individual bands acquired sequentially, so each band is treated independently. In the case of SFA, we may consider specific joined processes. Our contribution is to define the imaging pipeline to SFA and to provide results on real experimental data. In this communication, we first generalize the imaging CFA pipeline to SFA. This new SFA imaging pipeline incorporates HDR concept based on multiple exposure images, in Section 2. Then, the experimental implementation is shown in Section 3, which is based on real images, acquired by a SFA system spanning the visible and NIR range [43]. Results are discussed in Section 4, before we conclude in Section 5.
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Imaging Pipelines



In this section, we describe different imaging pipelines from CF to HDR-SFA. 2.1



CFA Imaging Pipeline



Several CFA imaging pipelines exist. We can classify them in two large groups: one concerns the hardware and real-time processing community [44, 46, 33], the other concerns the imaging community [38, 32, 14]. A very general distinction is that the former one often demosaics the raw image in very early steps, conversely the latter demosaics after or jointly with other processings such as white balance. In this work we base our design after the generic imaging pipeline defined by Ramanath et al. [32], which is shown in Figure 1.



Fig. 1. CFA imaging pipeline similarly defined as in [32]. The pipeline contains preprocessing on raw data, which include for instance a dark noise correction and other denoising. Raw data would be corrected for illumination before to be demosaiced. Images are then projected into an adequate color space representation and followed by some post-processing, e.g. image enhancement, before to get out of the pipeline.
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HDR-CFA Imaging Pipeline



HDR imaging has been developed mostly within monochromatic sensors for acquisition. However, there is a huge amount of work that developed the tone mapping of HDR color images for visualization, (e.g. [34, 40]), the HDR capture is mostly an intensity process performed per channel [39]. We propose to encapsulate a general HDR-CFA imaging pipeline such as shown in Figure 2. This pipeline is based on sequence of images of the same scene having different integration times. We argue that a HDR pipeline may have two distinguished output: one leads to HDR radiance images, which can be stored and used for automatic applications. The other leads to a display-friendly visualization of color image. Note that the two outputs may overlap in specific applications.



Fig. 2. HDR-CFA imaging pipeline. In this case, the denoising is typically performed per image similarly to the LDR-CFA case. Then, radiance estimation is performed based on the multiple images, providing radiance raw images. White balancing and demosaicing is performed on this data. Then, the HDR image may be used as is, or continue into a visualization pipeline, where a color transform, tone-mapping and image-enhancement may be applied before visualization.



2.3



SFA Imaging Pipeline



SFA sensors are currently investigated and developed, however beside demosaicing and applications dedicated processing, the rest of the pipeline is not very well defined, nor understood. We argue that a similar pipeline to CFA may be considered, which is defined in Figure 3. 2.4



HDR-SFA Imaging Pipeline



According to the introductory discussion, we propose to extend the SFA pipeline to an HDR version in order to benefit from HDR, in particular towards a better balance between channel sensitivities. We propose to consider the raw image and to treat it as a gray-level image for relative radiance estimation. Thus, we perform all radiance reconstruction prior to any separation between bands. The pipeline is defined in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. SFA imaging pipeline. At the instar of CFA, this pipeline defines some illumination discarding process and demosaicing. The spectral image would be typically used for application after demosaicing. However, these data may not be observable as they are, so the pipeline is prolonged for visualization. The color transform is ought to be slightly different than CFAs, for several more channel and NIR information may be present in the spectral image.



Fig. 4. HDR-SFA imaging pipeline. The radiance estimation is performed on the raw image taken as a whole and not per channel. This leads to a raw HDR image, which may be corrected for illumination and demosaiced. Then, the HDR multispectral image may be stored or used. The visualization process projects the data into a HDR color representation of the data, which is tone-mapped and processed for visualization.
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Implementation of the HDR-SFA Imaging Pipeline



This section explicitly defines which processing is embedded in each of the pipeline boxes. We take well-established and understood methods from the state of the art in order to provide benchmarking proposal and analysis. These methods are combined into the pipeline. Our proposal is not exclusive in the sense that any method may be used and different orders may also be considered. The prototype SFA camera from Thomas et al. [43] is used in this study. Sensitivities are shown in Figure 5(a). Spatial arrangement and other details may be found in their article. The raw images are pre-processed and denoised according to what is performed in this article, which is basically a dark noise removal. Then, following the pipeline, HDR data are computed. Subsection 3.1 covers the HDR data recovering. HDR images are demosaiced, according to Miao et al. [26]
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algorithm, forming the full resolution HDR multispectral image. The part of the pipeline that concerns visualization is developed in Subsection 3.2. 3.1



HDR generation



Debevec radiance reconstruction [6] is probably the most understood HDR imaging pipeline. The model is based on the assumption that pixel values can be related to the quantity of radiance, by using a computed camera response function, which is recovered through a self calibration method. So before reconstructing HDR images, the camera response function must be estimated. To recover this response curve, we capture 8 LDR bracketed images 4 at different exposure times, from 0.125 ms to 16 ms with a one-stop increment, see Figure 5(b).



(a) (b) Fig. 5. (a) The spectral camera response from Thomas et al. [43]. (b) The complete set of LDR raw mosaiced images acquired with these exposure times: {0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16} ms (all spaced by one stop). These exposures are used to calculate the global response curves of our camera, shown in Figure 6(a).



The algorithm from Debevec is based on the solution of a set of linear equations by the singular value decomposition method. The usual algorithm is generally applied on RGB cameras, and it recovers 3 different response curves, one by channel. In our case, as we have 8 spectral channels, we recover 8 curves (see Figure 6(a)). We notice that the dispersion is relatively low among channels, so in the following, we use the median value of these curves for all channels, allowing us to work directly on the raw data at once to generate HDR values. As described in the pipeline in Figure 4, we recover relative radiance values directly from preprocessed data (called ”raw data”). A number of 3 exposure times are selected. We chose only 3 exposures because it is a number commonly used in the literature [3, 25], as it gives relatively high dynamic range and not too much ghost effects. The radiance values are recovered using the response curve, and by combining the pixel value with the corresponding exposure time (c.f. Debevec equation [6]). A weighted sum of radiance values among all exposure 4



We could work with three images as later in this work, but it is commonly accepted that using more images than necessary can lead to a better response curve estimation in terms of robustness to noise.
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times is done using the hat weighting function (see Figure 6(b)), to give more contribution to mid range pixel intensities during the HDR reconstruction. The single raw-HDR image is then demosaiced to recover the whole spatial resolution for each HDR band. We have obtained a HDR multispectral image.



(a)



(b)



Fig. 6. (a) Response functions recovered from the image set shown in Figure 5(b) for each of the bands P1−7,IR . (b) The well-exposedness hat function used in our experiment.



3.2



Visualization procedure



HDR spectral data are projected into an HDR coded CIEXYZ color space according to a color transform based on the 24 Gretag Macbeth color checker patches reflectance and the scene acquisition illumination measured in situ. This colorimetric image may be either transformed into sRGB directly or tone mapped by a more efficient algorithm. In the following, we use two tone mapping as examples, one is a global logarithmic mapping from Duan et al. [7], the other is from Krawczyk et al. [17], and combines global and local tone mapping processing5 . 3.3



Other pipeline components



One obvious gain adjustment would be defined by the sensitivity curves efficiency ratio. Some works are also initiated toward spectral constancy [42]. These works are under development, and for benchmarking purpose, we decided to keep the ratio untouched in this study. Post-processing, except the tone-mapping, are avoided in this article, but may consider spectral demultiplexing [37, 36], image enhancement such as ghost removal [10] or other items. Spectral LDR data are stored into multiband Tiff files. Spectral HDR data are stored using 32-bit Tiff files (8 channels). To provide a direct visualization with a great number of software implementing tone-mapping solutions, RGB HDR data are also computed, encoded within ”.hdr” RGBE [23] format. We assume color data to be displayed onto a 8 bit display. The pipeline may be adapted to the new generation of HDR displays that rose up on the market. 5



We used the code which is implemented in the Matlab HDR Toolbox [2].
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Results



We provide examples of resulting images for two scenes in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Due to space constraint, the description is embedded into the captions of the figures.
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Conclusion



We generalized the imaging pipeline to SFA cameras. We demonstrated that a very similar to CFA architecture can be used for SFA successfully, which is encouraging for the industrial development of solutions based on this technology, for either spectral reconstruction and traditional computer vision tasks. Further works include to evaluate the impact of each of the imaging pipeline components with respect to either visualization or usability of the HDR data. We only presented one instantiation, while many are possible. Further works include also standardization of camera and pipeline as well as file format and transmission line. Other aspect lies in the development of quality of HDR spectral data. Although there exists some work for HDR images [11], little work consider HDR spectral data.
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(a) LDR low exposure (4ms)



(b) LDR middle exposure (8ms)



(c) LDR high exposure (16ms)



(d) LDR wellexposedness (4ms)



(e) LDR wellexposedness (8ms)



(f) LDR wellexposedness (16ms)



(g) HDR (linear mapping)



(h) HDR mapping)



(i) HDR (Log mapping)



(j) LDR sRGB (linear mapping 4ms)



(k) HDR RGB (simple Log mapping [7])



(gamma



(l) HDR (Krawczyk mapping [17])
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RGB tone



Fig. 7. Results for the MacBeth color chart (typically a low dynamic range scene). (a,b,c) Raw images, (d,e,f) false color well-exposedness representation, (g,h,i) HDR generation results from the 3 exposure set (a,b,c), (j,k,l) sRGB respresentation of both LDR and HDR data for comparison. The important issue, that we try to solve in this work, is that if we look the raw images at a neutral MacBeth patch, we can clearly distinguish the inherent energy balance problems between pixel values through the 8 channels. This phenomenon is highlighted in Figure 7(d),7(e) and 7(f), where a pixel position could hold a good intensity for a given exposure time (red color), and a bad exposition in another (blue color). It leads to visual noise when visualizing a single LDR reconstructed image (Figure 7(j)). Our HDR-SFA imaging pipeline can correct this problem by a certain amount, which is visually appreciated.
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(a) LDR low exposure (4ms)



(b) LDR middle exposure (8ms)



(c) LDR high exposure (16ms)



(d) LDR wellexposedness (4ms)



(e) LDR wellexposedness (8ms)



(f) LDR wellexposedness (16ms)



(g) HDR (linear mapping)



(h) HDR mapping)



(i) HDR (Log mapping)



(j) LDR sRGB (linear mapping 4ms)



(k) HDR RGB (simple Log mapping [7])



(gamma



(l) HDR (Krawczyk mapping [17])



RGB tone



Fig. 8. Results for the CD scene (relatively high dynamic range scene compared to the previous MacBeth scene). (a,b,c) Raw images, (d,e,f) false color well-exposedness representation, (g,h,i) HDR generation results from the 3 exposure set (a,b,c), (j,k,l) sRGB respresentation of both LDR and HDR data for comparison. As for Figure 7, we show that channels are inequitably affected by signal noise among exposures. Showing different good or bad pixel intensities, there is the necessity to take several exposure times in order to equalize the distribution of noise between channels. Contrary to the MacBeth scene, which is a typical low dynamic range scene, we can see in addition that some areas with high specular reflection have less saturated pixels in the resulting HDR image. We still observe saturated pixels at specular directions, which saturates the lowest integration time.
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